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Paul Foley

From: Colin Young [mvcolin@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 4:05 PM
To: Paul Foley; Adam Turner
Subject: Specialty Lumber Supply

Hi Paul, 
 
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed Lumber supply business expansion off state road 
in Vineyard Haven that is currently before the Commission for a modification.  
 
I feel very strongly that this is a perfect opportunity for the MVC to exercise its powers and do what it was 
originally set up to do. This expansion, and frankly, the original concept does not make sense for the island in 
many many ways.  I feel that to allow this project to continue would have a very negative regional impact 
to state road, Vineyard Haven and to the whole island.   
 
To begin with, there is already two regular lumber yards on the island that struggle to compete with off island 
suppliers shipping direct to the island. This would make it harder for them to stay in business. One of them 
(Hinkley's) is literally a few hundred yards away from this site. There is also a high-end full building supplier 
(Dolphin Striker) located at the Airport. I just don't see where this business is needed or would in any way help 
the island. 
 
That said, the most offensive part of this proposed project is the negative effect it would have on a long 
standing family run business (Island Cove Adventures) by having trucks and supplies moving constantly 
between the parking lot and the entrance to Island Cove. This seems like it would create an incredible danger to 
the families, many with very young children, who visit this business. There is already very little to do on this 
island for young children and Island Cove has provided a safe environment for families and children for literally 
decades. Seems like allowing this business to operate near them is an accident waiting to happen and I urge the 
commission not to approve this business application.  
 
Kind regards, 
 
Colin A Young 
Family man 
Father of 2 young girls who love to Golf  
 
 
--  
Colin A. Young 
Managing Editor 
Dirty Water News (www.dirtywaternews.com) 
Publisher 
This Week on MV (www.thisweekonmv.com) 
MV Island Trader (www.mvislandtrader.com) 


